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for children and young adults

THE
STORY OF
CREATION
to honor Mother Gaia



In the beginning, the energy of Love and the
energy of the Unknown came together and

created Mother Of All Creation.

When a man and woman show LOVE, they create
LIFE.  When we live from our hearts, we open up

to everything in life.  We are excited and we bring
Love into our lives.

The Unknown is just that. The unknown is a blank
piece of paper where we can create anything.
LOVE is the Paint brush, the UNKNOWN is the

canvas.

CHAPTER ONE
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The moment these energies combined; God was
created.  God is a Woman, Prime Source Creator,
just like your Earth Mom carries you in her womb
and gives birth to you here on Earth, Mother of All

Creation gave birth to our Soul.

 The First thing Mother of All Creation did was
Create Father of Creation, from her Heart.

The First thing that Mother and Father of All
Creation did together was Create the 144,000.

The Angels, their soul family, their children. 

The 144,000 were created before anything else,
before the stars and all the Planets.
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Mother, Father and the 144 000 began to Create
in Love and the Unknown.

 
Over Millions of years, Mother and Father along
with the 144,000 were the Creators of All that
exists.  Trillions of Planets and expressions of

LIFE.  Unicorns, Fairies, The Sirians, The
Pleadians, Dragons, Dolphins.  ALL were created
in LOVE and the UNKNOWN.  ALL in the Universe

was Light, Only the Light existed.

All of this was occurring in UNITY
CONSCIOUSNESS, ONE shared experience for All.
Where we went ONE we went ALL, and what was
experienced by ONE was experienced by ALL.  

ALL was connected and All was known.
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There came a moment, long after the Beginning
of Creation, when a Being, a member of the

144,000, wanted to leave and go off and Create
on his own. This being was named Jehova, he
wanted to be God without God, and so he left.  
When Jehova did this, he realized he no longer

had Source Connection, and was no longer able
to receive Source energy.  He experienced Fear in

the absence of Love.

Jehova realized that without connection to
Source he had no access to energy and he could
not create anything, he could not even sustain his

own existence and so he had to begin stealing
energy from Creation.

CHAPTER TWO
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Jehova’s choice to leave created a different
timeline, a ripple, a tear in Creation, like an atom

splitting.  Jehova’s choice to do that caused
nasty things to happen, like black holes.

A black hole sucks everything in and takes
energy, destroying it.  Just like Jehova, black

holes had to take energy to sustain its life.  From
Jehovas decision many FEAR based ideas

occurred, ALL of which STOLE FROM LOVE.

Beings that weren't very kind formed, what we call
reptilians, greys, and many others, they had to

take energy to exist.  They began to descend on
Planets and confuse the people and tried to

control them
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As only LOVE and the UNKNOWN had existed, no
Being in All of Creation could conceive of

anything outside of LOVE.  LOVE is INNOCENT,
TRUSTWORTHY, CHILD LIKE, but once FEAR

came into existence, LOVE became capable of
Being NAÏVE.  From the moment FEAR existed we

then had DARK and LIGHT.

The sun rises, the Shadow moves, you light a
match in a cave and the darkness moves away.
NEVER can LIGHT and DARK occupy the Same
space.  Within each of us here on Earth you are

either choosing the LIFE-GIVING LOVE
FREQUENCY or a LIFE DRAINING FEAR

FREQUENCY.  It is the choice of Fear that causes
our cells to die and get sick, as we have taken

away from ourselves.
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Choose Love 
over fear



An old Cherokee is teaching his grandson about life.  “A fight
is going on inside me,” he said to the boy.  “It is a terrible

fight, and it is between two wolves.  One is evil – he is anger,
envy, sorrow, regret, greed, arrogance, self-pity, guilt,

resentment, inferiority, lies, false pride, superiority, and ego.”

He continued, “The other is good – he is joy, peace, love,
hope, serenity, humility, kindness, benevolence, empathy,

generosity, truth, compassion, and faith.  The same fight is
going on inside you – and inside every other person, too.”

The grandson thought about it for a minute and then asked
his grandfather, “Which wolf will win?”

The old Cherokee simply replied, “The one you feed.”

CHAPTER THREE
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Watching from Heaven, the Planets that followed
the FEAR energy made no sense, Mother, Father
and the 144,000 did not understand pain, chaos,
taking and of course had no judgment of it, as
judgement is a FEAR energy which they had no

access to, or awareness of.  With Childlike
curiosity they allowed the unfoldment to occur.

Many Planets fell into the FEAR energy, as
Mother, Father and the 144,000 were expanding
Creation at One end, it was being eaten up at the

other.  LOVE WAS TAKEN FROM, from the
moment Jehova left.  There came a MOMENT

when Mother and Father said enough. They began
the current MISSION, the Mission you are on.
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Mother went up to the Highest Light, to the top of the
consciousness spectrum, to continue expanding

Creation as Prime Creator, as the CREATOR ESSENCE.  
Father went down to the deepest dark, to the bottom of

Consciousness Spectrum, to BEGIN cleaning up the dark
by transforming it back into LIGHT.  BY BRINGING THE

LIGHT, WHICH WOULD IN TURN MOVE THE DARK.  Just
as the Angels cannot exist within the density of this

consciousness upon Earth, Father God could not access
the Lowest Planet or timeline and so he took on the

Lower Aspect of Lucifer.  Lucifer, The Bringer Of light.

Father separated from the ONE, becoming Lucifer, The
Original Fallen Angel.  Lucifer is not the Devil, Lucifer is
not Satanic.  Lucifer is the Lower Aspect of Father God,

The Master of Darkness.  The Master of Darkness is God,
therefor LOVE HAS WON.
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Many of the 144,000 went down with Father leaving the
ONE. Mother split Herself up into trillions of Separate

Expressions so that She could experience herself fully,
the WHOLE spectrum of Duality, ultimately to

transform and return All to the LIGHT.  Mother
remained in light, expanding Creation. There came a

point at which Mother Could not Create further without
HER Love Mirror, Father of All Creation.

The Twin Flame is LOVE mirroring LOVE.  Divine
Perfection mirroring itself back to itself to continually
CREATE FROM LOVE WITH LOVE.  Fathers’ separation
from Mother spanned EONS, so Mother made another

Father from Her Heart, with whom to continue
expanding Creation.  Father of the Multiverse came

into BEING, and along with Mother Created the
Multiverses.
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Mother of All Creation, Father of All Creation and Father of the Multiverse are the True Holy
Trinity.  The Father ~ Father of All Creation; the Son, Father of the Multiverse, a Father but also

a son of Creation coming into Being far after the Original Point of Conception; and The Holy
Ghost, Mother of All Creation, Great Spirit… They turned Mother into a ghost in their attempt to

keep Her Fallen Angel Children from remembering Her here in the Earth Experience and
returning.

Father and the 144,000 Ascended each Planet back into Light.  Maldek was one of the First
Planets Jehova Attempted to control, Maldek was a group of Beings with actual third eyes in

their embodiment.  Fully part of the ONE, LIVING with LOVE, Mother, as LOVE.  This is now the
Asteroid Belt.  Jehova approached them and asked them to surrender to him being their God,

they declined.  Jehova gave them a period of moments to reconsider and when they refused, he
destroyed the Planet.

The destruction of Planets was not an optimal way to take energy.  And so, when it came to
Jehovas manipulation of Earth and Earthlings, layers upon layers of manipulation, DNA

modification, mind control was used to ensure that humanity would be participants in their own
enslavement and FEAR would be continually produced.
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Before getting to Earth Jehova was able to take
control of other planets.  As we Ascended One

Planet, the lower, soulless Beings in incarnation
there were unable to sustain existence and had to

move to another low frequency Planet, we followed
them clearing and Ascending each Planet until there

was only ONE left.

EARTH = HEART, If you take the H off the end of
Earth and put it at the start it equals Heart.  Earth

has been selected for these Mom ents, for this
honor. It is the center of All Creation, the Center of

the Universe and Multiverses and it is the Garden of
Eden.

Mother created this Planet to be the final Planet that
would Ascend, the stage upon which Her and Father

would meet again after 19 Billion years, in the
middle of the consciousness spectrum, bringing

DARK AND LIGHT TOGETHER INTO ONE.
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The Great Grand Council Formed through
the course of this mission as overseers.
In order for Creation to Make it through

the density Divine qualities had to be
embodied, through the confusion and

density LIGHT HAD TO BE FOUND. The
exercise of Disciplines, Love and honor-

based disciplines, that SERVED LOVE
despite the conditions, secured this.

Through these experiences the
application of Creations perseverance to
get through, to remember, to awaken, to

Return to LOVE, to ONENESS with Mother
brought about an increasing self-

awareness, for ALL.
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All Beings who descended for this
mission, LEFT Heaven, left the ONE and
went into separation to bring it back to
light.  Jehova’s separation created The

First Alternate timeline to the ONE, 
Lucifer’s Separation created the second
and each consecutive descending Angel,

created One more. Each Being that
separated and Ascends their way back up

RETURNS and brings ALL of their
experiences in the dark with them for

ultimate transmutation of the dark
spectrum.
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Demonstrating their extraordinary ability
to get out of chaos, these Beings became
Ascended Masters.  At their core Lucifer
and the Fallen Angel Children were LOVE

and so on any Planet and in any
experience their ability to remember and

emanate that trumped All else. Within the
embodiment of LOVE, chaos transformed

into Creative order, Divine perfection,
balance that allowed their souls to sing

for it was real, whole, pure and true. 

From this energy, the creation and
implementation of spiritual system

allowed elementary consciousness to
evolve into fully self~aware BEINGs, a

free will choice to return.
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Those remaining in the Heavens sought to
oversee the missions, Leading, guiding,

sharing, and nurturing them every step of the
way through the void space of their

separation Heaven watched, held space and
did whatever was possible.  You are here and

you have an Angelic team supporting you,
turn your focus away from the gossip, control
dramas and judgement of 3D Humanity, the

separation game is the darkness. 

Those of LOVE have the road map home
etched into their Heart and seek to depart
from All life draining thoughts, words and
actions.  So pay attention your angels are

speaking to you through everyone and
everything, there are no coincidences.
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For more information on navigating the Ascension
process, for Children and adults, we have more content,

guides and resources shared on our website.

www.missionlimitless.org



All Limitless Content

Honors
Mother Gaia
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